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 plans no acceptados Discount desde:  Create the document you require by using a variety of formats and content: - High quality
images on your desktop: Photos, illustrations, logos, video and even signitures: You may add: text, pictures, or combine various
media together into a single file - Important files saved on your computer: Documents, presentations, spreadsheets, etc. In the
header or footer of the document you are adding files in, you can place a logo, a signature or an image of a city map. - High

quality fonts: For great professional results, a wide range of fonts are available to choose from. These are usually not included
with your purchase of the basic package. You can choose your own font style, size, color and even a unique logo to add to your
document. - High quality graphics: There are many options to choose from: line drawings, vector, illustrations, logos, images,
icons, company logos and even animation. - Easy PDF creation: to view PDFs, choose your preferred reading device. You can

open PDF documents on: · Windows: · Windows Mobile: · PDAs: · Mac: · Linux: · Mobile phone: · Palm: · Web browser: ·
Internet Explorer: · Firefox: · Netscape: · Opera: · Safari: · Star: · Blackberry: · All computers - The best value in PDF creation at
a reasonable price, is the ability to create PDFs, which can be used for a variety of purposes, whether to be sent via email or for
printing on paper or other similar media. You can also create multi-page documents by saving the document as PDF format. -
Powerful tools: It is the quality of the tools that differentiate this package from the rest. For example, you can automatically

organise the text into a table of contents. Find a suitable style to match your presentation, whether text or slides, create a video
or add a soundtrack. You can also use the templates as a starting point for your own ideas. To use the templates, simply create

an empty presentation in PowerPoint or Excel, add the background graphics, insert the text and themes of your choice, and
finalise the document. You will receive the finished template along with the basic package. * Optional: 2* Legal: * Intermed: A
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